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New Products, Animals

A Million Owls: Fine 
Feathered Friends 
to Color
Tiny owls. Singing owls. 
Owls eating snacks, 
playing instruments, and 
preening happily on 
branches: a million 
adorable owls to color! 
Everyone loves these 
pretty birds, and fans will 
enjoy letting their imagination go wild as they fill in the 
fabulous illustrations. Each picture has lots of beautiful...

Item # Media Type SRP

STP471026S Books $9.95

ABC Birds (Board 
book)
From Albatross to Zebra 
Finch, this stunning, 
oversize ABC book, 
developed in conjunction 
with the American 
Museum of Natural 
History, celebrates some 
of nature’s most amazing creatures! Along with extra-
large letters and fun facts, bright, detailed photos 
present 26 beautiful birds whose names each begin 
with a different letter. Young children will be 
awestruck as they learn the alphabet and meet...

Item # Media Type SRP

STP491986H Books $7.95

America's Wild 
Horses: The History 
of the Western 
Mustang
There is no creature that 
quite embodies the beauty 
and grandeur of the 
American West as does 
the wild horse. For 
thousands of years, the 
horse has roamed the plains and valleys of the 
American continent, free of the encumbrances of man 
or the saddle. In America’s Wild Horses,...

Item # Media Type SRP

SKY450393H Books $19.99

Animal Frequency
Discover the energetic 
power of animals and how 
to connect with their 
frequencies in order to 
grow spiritually. This easy-
to-use, A to Z reference 
guide contains 
encyclopedic listings for 
nearly two hundred 
animals?wild, domestic, 
and mythical?and easy techniques and visualizations 
for building relationships with them, including 
energetically bonding with your pets

Item # Media Type SRP

LLP874928S Books $24.99

Bats
Phil Richardson's expert 
text tells the amazing and 
often bizarre story of bats 
from around the world and 
the challenges they face. 
Unfortunately, most bat 
populations in North 
America are declining, 
largely due to habitat loss 
and disturbance of nesting 
sites.

Item # Media Type SRP

FFB407803S Books $19.95

Bug Hunt (Lift-the-
Flap Adventures)
From ants and bees to 
ladybugs and 
grasshoppers, Bug Hunt 
invites toddlers to explore 
the natural world. By 
lifting the flap, they can 
see a close-up detail of each creature, while the 
rhyming verse and fun facts will grab their interest.

Item # Media Type SRP

STP492108H Books $8.95

Creep and Flutter: 
The Secret World of 
Insects and Spiders
Acclaimed naturalist and 
illustrator Jim Arnosky 
brings out the 
beauty—and the “wow!” 
and the “yuck!” 
factors—of hundreds of 
insects and spiders. Eight 
spectacular gatefolds show moths and mosquitoes, 
butterflies and beetles, spiders and silverfish life-size, 
up close, and personal!

Item # Media Type SRP

STP491910S Books $6.95

Fantastic Press - 
Out Flying Birds
These realistic, full-color 
paper bird models could 
not be easier to make — 
and they really fly! Simply 
press along the 
perforations, fold 
according to the 
instructions, add a penny 
or a dime for weight, then 
send them skyward in 
long, straight glides or looping swoops. All of the birds 
feature captions that include their Latin names and...

Item # Media Type SRP

DOP680844S Books $9.99

The Golden Forest: 
Exploring a Coastal 
California 
Ecosystem (Release 
Date: October 1, 
2017)
Owen, who lives in Colorado, is visiting his cousin 
Neko at her home in coastal California. He is eager to 
explore the beach with his cousin and aunt, and they 
find a large amount of kelp washed ashore after a 
large storm the previous evening.

Item # Media Type SRP

NBN076180H Books $15.95
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New Products, Animals - Continued

Wild Savannah: A 
Coloring Book 
Adventure
Millie Marotta is one of the 
most popular creators of 
adult coloring books--and 
this beautiful volume 
features stunningly 
sophisticated patterns inspired by the savannah. Her 
intricate black-and-white drawings capture a myriad of 
the flora and fauna found in that breathtaking 
landscape, including elephants, rhinos, zebras, and 
ostriches. The high-quality stock is perfect for color...

Item # Media Type SRP

STP470896S Books $14.95

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=4s-G
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